PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES 2019-2020
This year’s placements began with a great amount of energy from the students, placement
cell and the department!
First off, Super dream companies started coming followed by core companies, dream
companies and etc. The students of the department of Biomedical Engineering have proved
themselves in the past 3 months by setting a good placement record. The first company where
our department student got placed is Mckinsey and company, which is one of the top business
consultancies in the world. L. An. Lindhiya got placed with them as a Junior Research
Analyst for a super dream offer.
Following that came latent View infotech, looking for data analysts. Four data enthusiasts of
our department - Kiruthika N, Niharika G, Shwetha Madhavan and Sutheshnna D got a dream
offer from the renowned firm. Given the strength of the department, 4 offers out of the 18
offers, was a positive sign in- deed. Thus grew the impetus and enthusiasm shown to
placements by our students and faculty. Following this was Fastlabs, where Kawya and
Saranya were picked for suitable roles.
Next up was a core company called Zifo which is a pharmaceutical research oriented
Company. Kavya Vijaya Kannan, Vindhya M, Suvetha G, Ruba M and Vaishali H bagged
offers after a rigorous interview process. This was followed in parallel by the campus process
of ZoomRx, where Vaishali H and Vindhya M got placed as business and community
associates respectively. Following this was the core company, Philips, where Ananya R, Isha
Samyuktha S and Aishwarya R got placed. Madhumitha S, Preethi M S and Varsha N K got
placed in Freshworks, Fintuple and Pick your trail respectively.
Last but not the least was Visionary RCM which recruited Aadarsha N, Durgaadevi Se,
Harini S, Saranya T, Sowmiya S and Varsha N K. Apart from these were the bulk recruiting
companies CTS, TCS and Infosys. Aghil Kavya, Bhuvan Devi M, John Jebaraj, Kirthana N,
Subathra V, Swetha N were recruited by CTS while Aishwarya R, Avudainayagi M,
Gayathiri R R, Kesavaraj V, Kirthana N, Nivetha R were recruited by TCS. Aghil Kavya,
Bhuvan Devi M, Nivetha R, Sivadharshini J, Srija S, Subathra V, Viveka S got placed in
Infosys. Yohanya R had a tough time choosing an offer as she got an opportunity to work at
CTS, TCS and Infosys, all the 3 bulk recruiting companies.
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